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Sir John Bowring had written enthusiastically to his son Edgar
about the treaty he was making with Siam in April 1855. "The
country will be absolutely revolutionised by the change,-and in a few
years I doubt not there will be an enormous trade ... " Much, herecognised, was due to his "auxiliaries", his son John and Harry S.
Parkes, the Consul at Amoy. "Parkes with his admirable tact,-John
with his great commercial aptitude and knowledge ... " He had
u decided that Parkes shall take home the treaty.
His services
have been invaluable. I hope the government will confer upon
him some mark of honor. He truly deserves it-And so does
John. I never would have accomplished what I have accomplished without auxiliaries so active, intelligent and trustworthy
... I can lll afford to spare him,-but it is so important the
government should be thoroughly informed of all that has taken
place here ... "(1)
Parkes was thus sent home to secure the ratification of the treaty and
convey his "mass of valuable knowledge" about a country with
which so great a trade was to develop. "Moreover I discovered that
there was a strong feeling that the Letters and Presents of the two
Kings to Her Majesty the Queen, ought properly to be conveyed by
the highest functionary at my disposal, and my appointment of Mr.
Parkes has been a particular gratification to them ... "(2)
Parkes reached London, after an exceptionally rapid journey,
on July lst.<8> During his stay in Britain, he busied himself with a
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number of activities. Vlith the help of
he drew up a map of
Lower Siam based on rough ~urvcys by resident American missi<marics.<·O He also presented a paper to the Rc>yal Geographical
Socicty,<!i) and travelled in the Highlands with Sir Roderick Murchison.(6) Back in the south, Parkes~ after recruiting at Malvern,
moved to London, and met r;·anny Plumer at the hnU!)C of some of the
Alcocks' friends. Six \Vecks later he married her on New Year's
Day. Nine days after this they left for the Far
Meanwhile Parkes had ahll<'St thrcmghout his
in Britain
been working on Foreign Office business, in the course of \Vhich he
added to the impression he had made on Edmund Hanunond, the
Permanent Under-Secretary, and improved
acquaintance with the
Foreign Secretary, Lord Clarendon.<H> St)rne
the work related to
the Siam treaty and to the proposed misginn to Vietnam. Early in
August, for instance) Parkes produced u number mcnH>randa on the
trade of Siam, Vietnam and Cambodia, and t;allcd attention to the
problem of Chinese piracy in the Gulf nf Siam, a matter which had
been brought up in the Bangkok discussionl-1. 1 9~ He als<> prepared, at
the Foreign Office's request, a memorandum on the opiurn cluuse in
Article 8 of the Bowring treaty. This clause.,,,~;hich allowed of the
introduction of opium, prohibited in the Burney treaty t)f I 826, provided it was sold to the opium farmer-,, in fact repeated the regulations
issued by Mongkut in 1851 and, as Parkes pt)inted <>ut, the farm provided some compensation to the Chinese farmers for the loss of other
monopolies.ClO) Lord Shaftesbury and leaders uf the anti-opium
movement had accused Bowring of betraying his principles in intro ..
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clueing the clause.n n Even after Parkes' explanation, Clarendon
could not see why the regulation had been made into a clause in the
treaty.o~n

Parkes also had to deal with the criticisms of the treaty
offered by one of the Government's law officers. The discussion
illustrates the developing system of extraterritoriality and the use of
China and Turkey as bases of reference.
The Queen's Advocate had been asked to comment on the
treaty, although, as he said, he was ignorant of "the political, legal
and coxnmercial system in Siam ... " Firstly, he thought article 2 vague,
in providing that the new consul was to enforce British subjects'
observance of all the provisions of this treaty, and of" such of the
former treaty negotiated by Captain Burney in 1826 as shall still
remain in operation,,; it omitted to set forth what did remain in
operation. Article 2 also covered the rather different subject of consular jurisdiction, providing that "any disputes arising between
British and Siamese Subjects shall be heard and determined by the
consul, in conjunction with the proper Siamese officers H. This, the
Queen's Advocate thought, was ·
"so vague as to be scarcely intelligible. I presume the
intention of the article is to provide for the Erection of a Tri~
bunal of which the Consul shall always be a Member, having
exclusive civil Jurisdiction in all cases in which a British Subject
may be either Plaintiff or Defendant, but if so this is not very
distinctly expressed. I would further suggest that the number
01)

G.F. Bartle. ··Sir John Bowring and the Chinese and Siamese Commercial
Treatie~,'', Bulletin of tlze .John R.ylands Library, xlii CMarch 1962 ), p. 306.
Mr. Bartle notes that opium was a delicate question with Sir John, not only
because of his principles, but because of his peri::ional obligations to the great
finn of Jardine Matheson, of which the younger John was a partner. Bowring
wrote to the Foreign Office: •'If it be the opinion of any one that the severest
regulations will prevent a supply of opium from some source or other, where
there is an active demand for the drug, I can only say that such an opinion
is not warranted by my observation and experience.
I avoided however
discussions on the subject in Siam." Bowring to Clarendon, 27th. September
1855, no. 311.
F.O. 17/238. See also Bowring to Fredk. Bowring 4th.
October 1855. English MSS. 1229/205.
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1855, no. 1441 F.O. 17/229.
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and description of persons wllC) are to C(Hlstitute the Tribunal
in questi()n should be defined, and some provision made for
preventing a majority of Siamese otlkers always overruling
the decision of tht Consul, and deciding ad\"ersely to British
litigents. I presume that it is also intended to exempt British
Subjects from the Siamese Criminal Jurisdiction in all cases
without ExcBption~ so as to place them in the same peculiar position in Siam as that which they a~:tually occupy in Turkey; but
if so, there are no words securing them any such complete
exemption in all cases without exception. n
The Queen's Advocate also questioned a dause in article 5, stipulating
that British subjects should not leave Siam, "if the Siamese authorities
show to the British Consul that legitimate objections exist to their
quitting the country., How was the legitimacy of the objections to
be determined'? H Debt, the existence c:>f a Criminal charge, the pendency of a Civil Suit, intenti<>n to evade legal process, and various
other objections will all be relied upon as legitimate objections."
Difficulties could arise if the Consul were to exercise a discretionary
power to detain British subjects against \Vh<>se departure the Siamese
Government offered objections he deemed legitimate, or if he could
allow them to leave despite such objecti<:,ns. The article should be
" more precise" in its terms.
The Queen's Advocate also suggested there were important
omissions. Firstly, there were uno provisior1s for the protection of
British subjects, their dwellings, offices, warehouses, and ships from
arbitrary search, or arrest without any judicial proceedings or formal
authorisation.'~ Secondly; "the question of the liability of British
Subjects and their Property in Siam (whether real or personal) to the
Civil Jurisdiction and process of Siam appears to be left undetermined., Thirdly, "no provision appears to be made for securing to
British Subjects the right of disposing freely .of all real Estate which
they may acquire under Article 4; or the right of succession, or ad·
ministration to real or personal Property in Siam including the col~
lection and securing of debts due to the Estate of a deceased person
either by the Consul or otherwise." Fourthly, there was Hno suf~
ficient provision for protecting British Subjects against any indefinite
amount of taxation or public burden of whatsoever kind." Fifthly,
there were "no provisions for Cases of wreck, or for securing to British
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Subjects a sufficient period for winding up their affairs, and for de·
parture in case of a rupture with Siam .... <13>

In turn Parkes was invited to comment on the Advocate's re·
port. O·H He argued that Bowring had "secured as complete and advantageous conditions as the opportunity afforded. A single fortnight
-being the interval between the spring- tide which floated H. M.S.
'Rattler' up to Bangkok and the succeeding one which enabled her to
quit the river-was the whole of the time which His Excellency could
command both for state ceremonies and negotiations., (15) Half of
this time elapsed before the Siamese really got down to business, (lG>
'~and a few days only remained when they met Sir John Bowring's propositions with numerous conditions of their own< 17 ),
few of which were found admissable in respect either to form
or subject, and on others relating to details it appeared unwise
to treat while our local information and experience were so
very limited. Care was however required that the Siamese
Plenipotentiaries should not be led by the too summary rejection of their proposals to offer similar opposition to those of
Sir John Bowring, but they were eventually satisfied· with the
adoption of a few only, and those in a modified shape, by His
Excellency's representations that the consideration of details,
and of other subjects put forward by them which had no immediate connection with the scheme of a Commercial Treaty,
would be much more conveniently reserved for a future occasion.
"These circumstances added to the slowness of the
Siamese Plenipotentiaries to concur in, or apparently to understand many of the new measures submitted to them, and the
difficulty of intercommunication in a language wholly unknown
to every member of the Mission, convinced Sir John Bowring
of the necessity of confining his negotiations to the simplest
and most essential points."
Harding to Clarendon, 12th. September 1855. F.O. 88/2249.,
Parkes to Hammond, 8th. October 1855. F.O. 17/286.
The presence of the Rattler at Bangkok was important to the negotiations,
Bowring realised. Delay beyond a fortnight would mean, however, delay of a
month: a tide was needed to take the steam sloop over the bar. G.F. Bartle,
Bulletin of the John Rylands Librm·y, xlii, p. 305.
(16) The Rattler crossed the bar on April 2nd. The Plenipotentiary :first met the
Siamese Commissioners on April 9th. But a number of points had been
discussed in the interim. Tarling, J.S.S., L, Pt. 2, pp. 96, 103.
07) This was on the evening of the 11th. Ibid., p. 106.
03)
(14)
(15)
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His proposals thus concerned the appoint mcnt uf n ccm~ul and his
jurisdiction, freedom to pnssc~s houses and land. unre~trh:ted exercise
of the Christian religion, abolition of measurement dues and establishment of a tariff, abolition of certain monopolies und inland taxation,
access to the interior, most-favoured-nation treatment, irlterpretation
of the treaty by the English version, the right of
in ten years.
The treaty secured all these points, ~ and if hnpt~rfections are observable in the \vorking of some of its provisions~ or if c>ther desirable
stipulations have necessarily been omitted, it wiil
~een that an opportunity has been provided for remedying these de fie icncies, which
are attributable .... to the obstacles a'bove set forth .... H
4

,..

The Advocate objected to the vague ~tipulati<)n over previous
treaties. The Burney treaty and agreement, Parkes explained, had
long been held to contain stipulations disadvantageous to British commercial interests. Bowring did not, however~ feel authorised to cover
the political questions which the Burney treaty also dealt \Vith: he
could not~ therefore, propose the abrogatic:>n of the entire treaty;
''and to avoid an inconvenient subject of discussion, His Excellency
considered it advisable to omit the enumeration oft he several articles
or passages annulled or affected by the present Treaty, the general
rule being understood by the Siamese that all C(>nditions of the old
Treaty that arc opposed to those <)f the new, are cunceUcd by the
latter ... ," The Siamese proposal~ about the Malay trihutury states,
one of the issues in the Burney treaty, about a redefinition of the
Menam Kra boundary with the British pn:>vinces in 'fenasserim, and
about restricting British Burmese subjects travelling in Siam to the
area west of the Memun lest they were attacked by ignorunt Laos and
Cambodian tribes, all these proposals were referred to the GovernorGeneral of India. (IS} This reference might lead ttl new negc>tiations,
Parkes suggested, in which, if thought desirable, a more specific
abrogation might be secured of parts of the Burney treaty, care being
taken to preserve in sotne way the stipulations <)ver assistance in case
of wreck and over the administration of property contained in
article 8.
Parkes defended the clauses over consular jurisdiction, main~
taining that they secured all the Queen's Advocate requir~d. They
(18)

Ibid., pp. 102 -:1, 106-8, 111-2.
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were, he said, "framed \Vith the design of placing British subjects
under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Consul in all cases civil and
criminal in \Vhich British subjects are Plaintiffs and Defendants, and
also in all cases civil and criminal in which natives of Siam are Plaintiffs and British subject Defendants; precisely the same effect being
aimed at as that of the corresponding stipulations of the Chinese
treaties, with the conditions of which the Siamese are perfectly familiar .... '' This was covered, it was thought, by the leading stipulation of the article, that ''the interests of all British subjects coming to
Siam shall be placed under the regulation and control of the Consul",
and that the consul should henceforward "give effect to all rules and
regulations that are now or may be hereafter enacted for the Government of British subjects in Siam, the conduct of their trade, and for
the prevention of violations of the laws of Siam." Bowring felt,
hovvever. that it was desirable
"to promote .... a cordial cooperation between British and
Siamese Authorities in all cases in which both British and
Siamese interests might be involved, and that the investigation
of complaints, whether preferred by Siamese against British
Subjects, in the Consular Courts, or by British subjects against
Siamese, through the medium of the Consul, in the Native
Courts, should as far as possible be conducted by British and
Siamese officers acting conjointly with or mutually assisting
each other, but without either of these functionaries relinquishing the right of decision which they would severally retain in
their respective courts. The principal object in view is to give
the Consul a right of access to the native Courts, and the means
of watching, and, to a certain extent, taking part in the
proceedings in cases where British subjects are Plaintiffs and
Siamese Defendants. Owing to the irregular practices of native
Courts some check of this nature becomes indispensable to
ensure due consideration or an impatial hearing by the native
judges of the claims or charges of a British subject; and when~
ever the Consul may be called on to hear and determine the
complaint of a Siamese against a British subject, the presence
of a Siamese officer would not only facilitate the investigation,
but would otherwise be desirable as affording the Siamese
Government the most open means of satisfying themselves on
the impartiality of our proceedings. "
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The Queen's Advocate had also objected to a clause in article 5
dealing with the departure of British subjects from Siam. This, however, was something the Siumese negotiators had especially urged.
"Feeling that they had surrendered all control on British subjects and
being inclined probably to estimate the good faith of foreign officials
by their own imperfect standard, they sought ... in this stipulation an
additional guarantee that British offenders or defaulters should not
have it in their power, by suddenly fleeing the country, to escape the
puTI>uit of justice." The "legitimacy of Siamese objections would
presumably be ascertained by suit or prosecution in the consular court,
and the presence of Siamese authorities at the hearing would demonstrate the equitable character of the consul's decisions.
H

As for the first two omissions the Queen's Advocate noticed,
Parkes thought his remarks had already shown ''that no arbitrary
interference of this nature or liability to Siamese Jurisdiction is contemplated or allowable on the part of the Siamese". If, however, the
exclusive jurisdiction of the consul over British subjects needed to
"be more explicitly set forth H, Parkes suggested H that the Siamese
Authorities be induced to subscribe to certain Judicial rules or other
Agreement which would place this point beyond question.
H

The omission of a provision securing British subjects the free
disposal of real estate was partly remedied by article 7 in Burney's
treaty which provided that "whenever a Sian1ese or English merchant
or subject who has nothing to detain him requests permission to leave
the country, and embark with his property on board any vessel he
shall be allowed to do so with facility". The clause might at least
provide the basis for negotiating something more explicit. Another
article of the Burney treaty, the eighth, covered other omissions mentioned by the Queen's Advocate, namely the right of succession and
the case of wreck, except that it did not explicitly deal with the
recovery of debts due to the estate of a deceased person. But by
article 6 of the Burney treaty the Siamese were bound to endeavour
to recover the debt of a living creditor, and they were pledged by
article 8 to restore property to the heir. "It may be hoped therefore
that the Siamese Authorities will not refuse to agree to any amplification or amendments in these provisions of Captain Burney's Treaty,
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that in the opinion t)f the Queen's Advocate will render them better
adapted to present requirements."
The fourth omission had indeed been made: but, on the other
hand, H no right of levying public burdens on British subjects has
been conceded to the Stamese, and I presume that in Siam as in China
the Government will look to receive 110 other impost from foreigners
than the authorised customs on their trade, and the ordinary ground
tax on the lands of \~lhich they may acquire possession.
As for the final objection, it was doubtful if the Siamese would
observe a stipulation about the departure of British subjects in case
of a rupture; " there also exists the risk,- which would be common
to all oriental nations wholly unacquainted with the conventionalities
of European international law,- that a clause of this nature would
be misconstrued, or at least regarded by the Siamese with suspicion
as betokening a likelihood of quarrel,, hardly compatible with the
perpetual peace and frienship envisaged in article 1 of the Bowring
treaty.
Bowring) Parkes concluded, knew that "many arrangements
are stilt needed to give effective operation to the entirely new system
conternplated by the present Treaty
Hence the insertion in article
9 of the provision that the Siamese authorities and the consul " shall
be enabled to introduce any further regulations which may be found
necessary in order to give effect to the objects of this treaty". The
way was thus open for the introduction of amendments in this way,
as well as by further negotiations.
Parkes' comments were sent to the Queen's Advocate, who also discussed the treaty with him. The Queen's Advocate thought
that an explicit definition was required of the Burney articles that
were still operative. The language of the clauses on consular jurisdiction also needed to be more explicit. Parkes' explanation of the
fifth article, however, seemed satisfactory, "and no addition or alterations need be made therein ".
As for the omissions, much
depended on the retention or otherwise of the Burney articles, and on
the views of'' persons acquainted with the ideas and habits, and the
system of law and of local administration existing in Siam". Parkes'
reasons for omitting a provision over "rupture" appeared adequate,
H.

16~

however. The doubtful pnints might
tions under article 9.
It would be
whether, before the Ratifications arc
ment or understanding should be come tu by the
as to the contents of such (future) Regulations
Jurisdiction-~ and as to the Burney treaty.
for Parkes' opinion. otJ>

~mnc

regulaconsider
definite agree-

Parkes thought that '~any proposal to alter the text of the new
Treaty \:Vould probably be met with strong
on the part of
the King and the Siamese Ministersn; but " SCi!llC or ttlf nf the extra
conditions or explanations" might be secured in additi1nmt articles" if
it can be shewn to them that these additions invnh c no revocation of
the original provisions of the Treaty~ but arc in
with its spirit
and intent". Precedents might be fnund in
sur»plcment to the
Burney treaty and in the treaty supplemental to the
of NanIdng.C20> The Siamese could nlso be referred tn article 9 of the
Bowring treaty, and to their own pr\lposals f\•r n:•placing political
clauses in the Burney treaty as submitted to the Gnvcrnor-O<:~neruL
Indeed, probably the best way of dcnling with the
first
objection was to annul the Burney treaty*
from it such
articles as still appeared useful. As for the~
nmjt)r objection,
the want of distinctness in defining
it was at
least as distinct as the provisions in the
In the
Chinese case~ furthermore, the definition was included in the supplementary trade regulations, " and the Siamese Gc;wernment being
inclined to be guided by the precedents which these Treaties furnish,
might see in this circumstance a sufficient reason for
admission
to an additional article or regulation in which the exclusive authority
of the Consul could be more fully set forth ".

Thus the additional stipulations could cover: the entire abrogation of the Burney treaty and agreement) or of the agreement and
the first ten articles, in the former case relations with the Malay
(19)

Harding to Clarendon, 12th. November 18:,5, and nntt: tlwr~:.·t.m. 1·~0. 8N/224.9.
Wodehou::;e to Parkes. 14th. November 1855. J<~O. 17/2/Jfi.

(20)

See W.C. Costin, Great Britain and China 18N:~ • .J8fW ( Oxfnrd, 19S7 ), PP·
105ff.
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states being covered by a new article; "a clearer definition of the
exclusive Jurisdiction of the Consul over British subjects in all matters
civil and criminal, and the complete exemption of their persons,
premises and property from Siamese process, or interference of any
nature"~ the right of freely disposing of all real estate acquired under
article 4; and the right of succession to property, including the
recovery of debts due to the estate of a deceased person. Fifthly,
"\Vith the exception of the taxation leviable on lands, the amount of
which should be defined", British subjects should be "entirely freed
from public burdens ... And saving the land tax aforesaid and the
Import Duties ... , no Custom House or other Siamese officer to be
allowed to demand the payment of fees or charges of any kind". If
the Burney treaty is cancelled, the provision over wreck might be
transferred to new agreement. A provision that debtors should be
liable to their respective nationalla ws might be included when article
6 of the Burney treaty was transferred: Siamese laws were said to
be severe. Another article should provide for " Protection in Cases
of Piracy, and for the recovery of the persons and property of British
subjects captured by pirates. Piracy is very prevalent in the Gulf of
Siam, and the Siamese Authorities would be glad to find the British
Government disposed to cooperate with them for its suppression." <21 )
Clarendon was not prepared, even in order to secure the improvements in additional articles, " to raise doubts, which would
probably be the case, in the minds of the Siamese as to the good faith
of H.M's Govt., nor indefinitely to postpone the ratification of the
Treaty .... " In any case full powers would be required for signing
additional articles, and these were held by Bowring. But when
Parkes went to Bangkok with the British ratification, he might fully
explain the Government's objects " in proposing such additional
stipulations and ... point out that they involve no departure from the
Treaty ... ; and ... if you find a disposition on the part of the Siamese
to assent to such adoitional stipulations, Sir John Bowring might at
some future time go to Siam to se.ttle the matter ... ," C22 ) Parkes
thought this course the one best calculated to give the Siamese conC2D
(22)

Parkes to Wodehouse, 20th. November 1855. F.O. 17/286.
F.O. to Parkes, 23rd. November 1855. F.O. 17/236.
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fidence in British good faith "and thereby dispose them to eventually
agree to the additional provisions which I Ier Majesty,s AdvocateGeneral deems so de~ir·able .... ~' It was H not unlikely that our interests in this respect may be in some measure promoted by the
movements t)f the French and United States Governments. \vho alive
to the great advantages of Sir John Bowring's Treaty, have already
appointed their respective Commissioners to proceed to Siam to
negotiate for similar privileges ".c::n At Singapore, \vhere he heard
of the moves of Montigny and To\vnsend Harris, Parkes expressed
more doubt on this last point. The Siamese might wish to avoid any
further innovation.< 24 )
At Singapore Parkes also received sorne additional instructions
from Bowring in Hong Kong. These related to the matters that had
been referred to the Governor"Gencral. On two of these, he had
been able to come to some decision. Fc\v British Burmese subjects
traded beyond the Bangkok river, and if this was meant by the u Menam ", no inconvenience could be anticipated from an order restraining them from crossing it. The Kra boundary should be held to, but
it could be defined. The third matter, involving the Siamese claims
over the Malay states, had been referred to London. Bowring told
Parkes he could discuss the first two.t 25>
It had been arranged that Parkes should~ en route for China,
carry the ratification to Bangkok, together with the presents and the
letter from Queen Victoria that King Mongkut had been so anxious
to receive.t 26 ) He was to take the January mail and pick up a steamer
of the Royal Navy at Singapore. The February mail would have left
only a small margin before the treaty came into effect-fixed by
(28) Parkes to Wodehouse, 7th. December 1855. 11:0. 17/2Sfi. Hence the instruc·
tions to Parkes, 2nd. January 1856. P.O. 17/25•f..

F.O. ().9/.5.

(24)

Parkes to Clarendon, lst. March 1856.

(25)

Bowring to Parkes, lOth. January 1856. B.C. 190807. p. 4. Bogle to Beadon,
18th. Augustl855; Dalrymple to Bowring. 28th. Novemberl855, B.C. 171870,
pp. 33, 49.

(26)

Tarling, J.S.S .• L Pt. 2, p. 109. Neither Brooke nor Bowring had carried
royal letters to the Siamese kings, though they had full powers.
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article I2 for April 6th (27 ) -and Parkes thought that he or someone
"should be on the spot to see how the Siamese carry out the new
arrangements .... (28)
The voyage was marked by contretemps. The route was overland to Marseilles and thence to Alexandria. But the presents for
the Kings of Siam, as well as the Parkes couple's baggage, were on a
steamer from Southampton, which had not reached Alexandria by the
time the Marseilles steamer arrived. <29 > Next the journey was overland to take another steamer at Suez. Parkes decided not to risk the
ratification for the sake of the presents, that is not to miss the Suez
steamer by waiting for the one from Southampton. In the event the
presents arrived in time and by January 31st all were aboard. <30 ) At
Singapore a more serious mishap occurred. H. C. Steamer Auckland
was to convey Parkes up to Bangkok. A boat carrying the presents
out to it sank. Most of the packages were recovered (31 ); "but with
the exception of three only, the contents were completely saturated
a~d spoiled ... nt32 >. But there was some good news, definite news of
(27)

Bowring had originally proposed that the new tariff should date from the
signature of the treaty, •'but ns those important provisions relative to the
abolishment of the Firms, Monopolies, etc., could not come into operation
before the expiration o£ the year for which the licences had been renewed only
a few .days pr~vious to the Plenipotentiary's arrival'', it was deferred Jor that
year. See, Ullder the date April 13th., Endosute No. 15 in Bowring to Clarendon, 28th. April1855 1 no. 144. F.O. 17/22.9.
(28) Parkes to Hammond, 27th. October 1855; Hammond to Wodehouse, 31st.
October 1855. F:O. 17/2/Ui.
(29) Parkes to Hammond, 22nd. January 1856. F.(). 6.9/5.
(80) Parkes to Hammond, 31st. January 1856. l1~Q. 6'9/5.
(81) Later there was ~me question of the remuneration to those who tried to recover
them. The amount paid was 500 dollars, "and when it is seen that this sum
in dudes fifty one Dollars for the hire of boats and forty nine Dollars paid to the
English Engineers leaving therefore only fottr hundred Dollars to be divided
among 109 ntltives at an average o£ fifteen shillings per head, this do~s not
appear an exorbitant rate of remuneration for a night's exposure to a storm,
and three days' subsequent labor .••. " Parkes to Bowring, 5th. July 1856.

F.O. 17/248.
(32)

Lane-Poole, op.cit., i, p. 299. Some of the damaged articles, according to
Mongkut, included ''Digby Wyatts industrial Arts two volumes highly illumi·
nated", "a collection of coloured diagrams illustrative of Physiology, Machinery, Natural History. etc.'', ''a complete set of charts of the Indian and China
Seas''. some "philosophical apparatus", a polar clock and an arithmometer.
A model steamer, a model locomotive, an air pump, a "solar gun", were all
safely received, as also, apparently, an inkstand, two globes, some coloured
engravings of Victoria's coronation, a revolver, an eye-glass, and a camera.
Mongkut did not blame Parkes: ''such the unforeseen accident is in difficulty of
human power to promptly prevent ....." Mongkut's receipt, 7th. May 1856.
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the end of the Crimean

War.(:·~:1 )

While he was in England, Parkes had learned of some changes
in the political situation in Bangkok since the signature of the treaty.
Late in May the Somdct Ong Yai had died, a senior member of the
great noble family of which the Kralahom was the most ambitious
member. The Kralahom, wrote Parkes.
"seeks for unbounded sway over the Senior King. To the execu"
tion of this design he has an opponent in the second king, who
wishes to maintain the independence of his brother, but has a
difficult part to perform in consequence of the Kralahom having
worked with some success upon the jealous feelings of the first
king, and caused him to become envious both of the ability of
the second king, and the precautions he has taken to secure his
own safety and position by organising an efficient military
force.,
The late Somdet did not concur and so the Kralahom's high aims were
held in check during his lifetime. His death put the First King in a
more precarious position. The conflict was urged on by the personal
enmity of Knox, the Second King's agent, and Joseph, an American
in the Kralahom's service, principal interpreter in the Bowring negotiationsJH) Bowring had expressed a very high opinion of the Kralahonl.\:35} He had also suggested that Parkes; estimate of him did
"not quite agree with mine .... ,,- Perhaps, indeed, the Kralahom
aimed at the throne.tH6) Parkes and Bowring were thus agreed as to
the Kralahom's ambition. Possibly they differed as to the advisability
of his
success.(a7) The situati~.~,~~...Bang~?~. I:~?.?~~~~~
(33)
(34)

(35)
C36)
(37)

Parkes to Hammond, 5th. Marc:h 1856. l/0. fW/:i.
Memor~mdum on Siamest.! polities. loth. St~pt(~mber 1R55. P.O. 17/lt:W. Parke~
thought Joseph was "a nutive of Calcutta though he calls hinu;el£ a Dutl'h
subject". Elsewhere he is dt!l:iCribc:tl as Pmtugu(!5e. R Adey Moon:•, ''An
Early Briti::;h Men•hant in Bangkokf\ .J.S.S., xi, Pt. 2 (1914·5), P· :17.
See, e.g., Bowring, oj>.cit., ii, p. 804.
Bowring to Fredk. Bowring, 2nd. September 1855. J.,'nglish J.l1S5'. 1229/20-t.
As for relations between the First and Second Kings, u recent Thai writer has
suggested that they were not as strained as has sometimes been made out.
though there were resentments. On his death-bed Isaret told Mongkut that
his army was maintained f.or protection against the Kralahom. Neon Snidvongs, The de·velopment of Siamese relations tvith Britain and France in the
Reign of Malw. ,1\:tonglwt, 1851-1868 (Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Univen;ity
of London, 1961), pp. 247 8.
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So perhaps had the way the British negotiator looked

it.!:U~)

On the 12th. March the Aucl?land arrived off the bar with
Parkes, his wife, and the salty remnant of the presents( 39l. But it was
the arrival of the Queen's letters to the two kings that caused most
excitement, according to Parkes, "and lengthy deliberations were
directly commenced as to the mode of delivering these letters". The
pleased Mongkut wrote to Parkes, in reply to a letter of announcement sent in the hope of "opening a direct communication with the
Palace, which I was able to maintain during the whole period of my
stay, and although private in its nature, it proved of great advantage
to me". Parkes considered that the entry of the Auckland into the
river was necessary to ensure the deli very of the letters "in a becoming
and suitable manner, and to give me the support of her presence in
my transactions with the Siamese Government". Thus he asked for
aid in lightening the steamer so as to assist her across the bar at the
next high tide, and requested permission meanwhile to go to Bangkok.
The "conservative party", opposed to delivering the letters "in any
other than the derogatory mode prescribed by the old regime", were
opposed to this course. Five days elapsed before the King's yacht
arrived to take Parkes to Bangkok, and it was then intimated that he
was to take the ratification and letters with him. But he did not take
them, and simply looked on the state boats "as a personal compli-

ment".
Parkes believed he had to contend not only with a rift between
Mongkut and the Kralahom, but also with conservative influences,
which made supplementary arrangements more essential. At the time
of Bowring's visit, he recapitulated, the two Sorndets represented the
conservative party; the Kralahom and the Phraklang, though sons of
the Somdet Ong Yai, were ''favourable to innovation, while the Prince
Krom Hluang, a half brother of the first King, occupied, in opinion,
a middle position between both these parties, but submitted in a con~
siderable measure to the influence of the Kralahom .... '' The Ong
C38)

It has to be remembered, however, that Parkes played a considerable part in
the negotiations of 1855.
(39) Parkes' account of his mission, drawn on below, is i!l his despatch to Clarendof!
'
9 f ?2nd. Mar 1856. F.O. 69(5.
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had died, but the power and influence
to have increased.

t)f

the Ong Noi uppeared

As for the estrangement of the King and the Kralahom, Parkes
reported some of the latter's "occasional remarks.H
" He had resigned, he informed me, the lead he had taken and
maintained in the negotiation of the Treatyt and \Vhich had
contributed so greatly to its success, for the reason that his
counsel was no longer sought or listened to by the Kingt whilst
those who advocated a less friendly course, were received at
Court with marked favour. None of the measures necessary
to give effect to the Treaty had yet been taken, he said, by the
Government, and strong language and action would be needed
on my part to secure the faithful performance of the new engagements .... "
The King had seen the Japanese convention '40> and blamed the Kralahom-so he said-for
"the disparity ... between the wide concessions of Siam and the
restrictions maintained by Japan. He was also. added the Kralahom, dissatisfied with British policy in C()Chin China( 4 ll, the
Government of which country had made the Treaty the subject
of a taunt towards that of Siam, and independent of these ex..
terior questions~ His Majesty, whose expenditure, particularly
on the female inmates of his palace, was daily becoming more
profuse, was not favorably inclined towards any measure cal·
culated to interfere) though only for a time, with the State income .... H
Presumably Stirling's convention of 14th. CJctoher· 1854, reprinted in
Berudey, Great Britain and the Otnminp. of Japtzn 18.'f.!f.J8f»N (London, 1H51),
Appendix A. This followed the treaty mndt.• by the ;\rnt:>rk•tul Commodore
PerryJ opening Shimoda and. Hakodate M port! of refuge ft)r American t~hipN,
providing for the protection of Atneri<:an
nnd the apJ)f)intment of a
consul, but doing "practically nothing tc> fn<.~ilitat.e trudeu. [hid .., p. 111.
Townsend Harris, after concluding his treaty in Btmgkok, w r(>te to Perry :
"Your expedition to Japan was one of the great <:au~ that led to the English
and American Treaties with Siam." Mario E. Cosenza, editor. 1'he Complete
Journal of1'oumsend Harris (Rutland and Tokyo. 1959 ), p. 164 n. But this
seems a doubtful statement.
(41)

Mongkut had indeed laid some stress on Bowring's going to Hue after his visit
to Bangkok. He sent Thomas Wade to announee his advf'nt. but the Hue
Government were clearly opposed to any negotiations. See Nicholas Tarling.
"British Relations with Vietnam, 1822-1858". to appear in the Jomnal of the
Ro)Jal Asiatic Societ)' 2italayan Branch in l9€l5,
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Parkes wondered if the Kralahom's feelings had not been "awakened
by some check given by other acts of the King to his ambition or
desire for power". He saw reason in all this for measures to ensure
the effective execution of the treaty, but not for coercion.
A further result of the Kralahom's attitude was that the Prince
Krom Hluang "leant more than before to the opinions or wishes of
the Somdet Ong Noi, whilst the Phraklang, as greatly the junior both
of the Prince and the Somdet in years and station, could seldom be
induced to pronounce an independent opinion of his own, if it involved
any opposition to those of his superiors". It was these parties, with
the Yomarat, or Minister of Justice, that Parkes had to negotiate.
Constantly they referred even trivial matters to the First King (the
Second took no part ).
"This being the case the Commissioners constantly replied to
my protest against difficulties and delays, whenever these arose,
by attributing them entirely to the :first King, and disclaiming
f<>r themselves any responsibility; but the personal kindness
with which the :first King always honored me, the access to his
person which he frequently allowed me both by letter and by
private audience, contrary in some instances to the wishes of
his Ministers, and the favorable attention which he often gave
to the questions I submitted to him, all induced me to receive
these statements of the Commissioners with some reserve, and
to dispose me, in the end, to place more confidence in His
Majesty than in them."
In other words the conservatives fought some sort of a delaying action; but Mongkut disproved the accusation of the Kralahom. Parkes
had no doubt been inclined all along to work through the First King.
The first few days after his arrival in Bangkok itself on the
17th. Parkes used in endeavouring to arrange the delivery of the letters
and exchange of ratifications and in introducing, as carefully as possible, the notion of a further definition of details. Nothing had been
arranged when on the 21st. Parkes rejoined the Auckland for the crossing of the bar. The Siamese authorities, he found, bad- not kept
their promises over the lightetrs but, after he had hinted that a delay
till the next tide would delay the Queen's letters also, a number of
boats appeared, and the bar was crossed on the 24th., the last day it

tlo
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practicable. So the letters and the .·lucldmul w·ent up to the
capitaL Having used them to get the steamer over the bar, Parkes
sought now to use the letters again in improving his relations with
the King, the line that his O\Vn predilections~ a:-; well us the Kralahom~
Mongkut rift and the conservative influences$ pointed out.
"What I now sought to obtain \Vas un interview with the first
King, at which I hoped to arrange, with
ntcility than with the
Ministers, the manner of delivering the Queen's letters, and to prevail
on His Majesty to interest himself in the mea"ures which appeared to
me needful for the execution of the Treaty." The Ivfinisters had
proposed that Parkes should surrender the letters for examination
and "translation", "this being the cour~e pursued with the missives
received from the Sovereigns of Burma and Cochin China''. There
was little fear that the Queen's letters would be altered, but Parkes
objected to the ordinary mode Clf delivery as "
''. The
mode of delivery, he declared, should be respectable "not only in the
eyes of the Siamese but in those of the
and people of
European States". He thus declined tt) surrender the letters before
the public audience and claimed the right to deliver them then. At
an interview with the First King,
gave hirn a copy <>f the
Queen's letter,
"and had the pleasure of
the genuine stttisfaction
that its contents afforded him at a nunnent when in the absence
of his Ministers and courtier:.; he had
occasi<m for dissembling his real feelings. To be as he believed the first
sovereign in Asia to receive a letter frcnn Her Britannic
Mujesty, to be styled by Her not only 'an affectionate friend'
but 'sister' also, and thus to be adrnitted unreservedly into the
brotherhood of European royalty, and lmve his position as a
King thus clearly recognised by the Scrvereign .,as it may probably appear to him-of the most powerful European State,
was indeed an honor and a satisfaction which at once touched
his heart and flattered his ambition. H
At the same interview) Parkes explained the accident to the presents,
and obtained Mongkut's "assent to the publication of the Treaty by
Royal Proclamation, and to the examination of those points on which
explanations appeared desir'\ble... n At the subsequent public audience,
\VUS
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Parkes put the letter in Mongkut's hands, and on April 2nd. there was
a similar audience with the Second King.
On April 5th. the ratifications were exchanged, a delay having
allowed the King to cast a special seal in imitation of the Great Seal
attached to the "Queen,s ratification. Mongkut's ratification was
characteristic. It included a promise to try to enforce the treaty
according to our power and ability to govern the people of
this half civilized and half barbarous nation herein being of
various several races languages religion etc for which nations
we are still afraid that any one individual or party among such
the nation being very ignorant and unfrequent of civilized and
enlightened custom usage, etc., may misunderstand of any
thing and things contained or expressed in the Treaty and do
according to his or their knowledge which may be contradictory
to some clauses of any article of Treaty, yet we will observe
accurately and command our officers of State to correct the
wrong as soon as possible when the British Consul might complain to our officers of State directly with whom our officer
will be joined in justice... ''
The ratification also expressed a wish for direct communication with
the British Government rather than via a colony or marine power.C42)
This was indeed the point Mongkut kept steadily in view: he was
concerned to secure the recognition of Siam as an independent state
on a parity with European states. This was his "ambition".
H

It is not clear from his narrative at what point Parkes introduced the discussion- which he had seen as a means of introducing in
turn the supplementary negotiations -of the points referred to India
in 1855 and referred back to Bowring. On one of them at least
Parkes could be fairly accommodating. The Siamese Commissioners
indicated "more clearly than they had done before on a Map which
they supplied to me the course of the River beyond which they desire
the travels of Burmese and British subjects shall not extend. This
River wends away so much to the Eastward that no injury can in my
opinion result to our interests from a compliance with the proposition
of the Sia1nese ... ,, On the frontier question, he had to urge the
maintenance of the existing line, and found the Siamese indisposed
(42)

Ratification, 5th. April 1856. F.O. 69/5.
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in consequence to pursue the matter further. The Siamese apparently
did not urge the third point referred t{> India in
\Vhich related
to the p(.>sition of the northern Malay
while Parkes had
nothing to propose.
Anxious to introduce the supplementary negotiati<ms courteously, Parkes thought it well tu begin with the definitiQn {lf the articles
of the Burney treaty still in force. As neither party, it is clear, had
anything to urge) this made a smooth beginning. 'fhe Siamese) he
reported in his narrative, were opposed to its total abrogationt Hpartly
because they are satisfied with certain of its provisions, and partly
because they have not yet been distinctly ussured that the Imperial
Government is able to release them frorn the eng~tgements they have
concluded with that of the Honorable East Indiu C<nnpany "; and
Parkes sought simply for an enumerati<.m of the articles not abrogated.
These were reckoned to be articles 1, 2t 3, 8, 11, 12, 13 and 14, w1th the
clause in article 6 dealing with the recovery of debts and that in article
8 covering assistance in cases of wreck. The latter covered two of
the other points Parkes had to urge, and he determined not to seek a
distinct stipulation over protection in cases of piracy.N14> This left
five points to gain.
On consular jurisdiction Parkes found the Commissioners'
ideas
"neither clear nor satisfactory. Their own Courts are very
rudely organised, and their mode of procedure, according to
their own admission, is most partial and irregular. Some
indefinite idea as to their Authorities having concurrent
Jurisdiction with the Consul appeared to be floating in their
minds, but they had determined on nothing in reference to the
practice or the offic.ers who were to ct>nstitute the Court, the
unsuitableness of which could not fail to be felt in a country
where the Consul would find his colleagues so venal, capricious,
and ill-informed as the Siamese, and himself always in a
minority.,,
('13)
(44)

Parkes to Bowring, 7th. July 1856. F.O. 17/248. The boundary was finally
settled in the 1860s. Snidvongs, op.cit., pp. 363·4.
Parkes does not explain why. Perhaps he was conscious of the legal difficulties
the British might face in attempting to carry out such an undertaking, for
instance in Singapore, or on the high seas. See Tarling, l'iracy and Politics,
PP· 216·9~ 223·5.
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Parkes was glad to secure an article admitting an exclusive consular
jurbdictit)n1 civil and criminal~ over British subjects, as defined by the
Queen's Advocate. He also secured a satisfactory agreement over
the free diJ.;posul of real property and the right of succession or
adrninistmtion to real and personal property.
Another point, "the exemption of British subjects from public
burdens or taxes t1ther than those contemplated in the Treaty", needed
u time and labour'' to settle.
According to article 4 of the Bowring
treaty, lands purchased by British sujects \Vere liable to the taxation
levied on Siamese subjects. '~The amount of this taxation had therefore to be ascertained, and here I found that in matters of finance the
Siamese evinced the same utter \Vant of certainty and method, combined with much more complication of detail than that I had already
noticed in reference to their Jurisprudence ... " Only the Somdet
scerned to kno\v about the subject, but even he
"spoke on it with reluctance as if he feared that the interest
he has in the Revenues might thereby be in some manner prejudiced. The labour involved in the arrangement of this and
all other questions relating to Taxes or Revenues, which are so
directly affected by the Treaty, amounted in fact to a recodificaticm of their Financial System with which I had to make myself
familiar. A schedule of the Land Taxes was at length finished,
and an Agreement concluded that these Taxes and the Import
and Export Duties oft he Tariff are the only charges that British
subjects in Siam can be called upon to pay to the Government."
The Parkes negotiation was significant in giving practical effect
to some of the revolutionary implications of the Bowring treaty. In
the course of it, the legal a11d taxation systems actually assumed
much of the shape they retained till the turn of the century. The
system of consular jurisdiction, more especially its application to
Asian proteges of the European powers,C45) became a spur to the
Europeanisation of the judicial administration and to codification. C46)
,............. _.._
.................... _,.....................

---

·~~-·-···-

(t15)

(16)

One of the artic:.:l,es proposed by the Siamese Commissioners in 1855, but not
accepted, had related to 41 the protection to be given to Chinese and others
daiming the privileges of British subjects". See, under the date April 11th.,
Enclosure No. 15 in Bowring to Clarendon, 28th. April 1855, no. 144. F.O.

17/22.9.
See Detchard Vongkomolshet, The Administrative, Judicial and Financial
Reforms of King Ohulalapgkorn 1868-1910 (Unpublished M.A. thesist
Cornell University, l958), pp. 15~f£.

The negotiations and ugrl!emcnts or 1
!'lCt the ta\~ttiPll ~') ~,tcm in
a mould it was difficult to break, till the Siamese
h) acquire
tariff autonomy as a means to finance the f1.1rlhcr nHldcrni:mtion of the
stutc.( t:')
Yet a rurthcr point was lhc establishment tJf' u custum lhmsc.
This Parkes urged and the Somdcl opposed. ''He, us the firm suppl)ftl!r or ail exclusive privileges, wished to Farm the Duties on the
r-:orcign T'racle~ a measure which must have proved as. injurious to the
King's Revenue as to the Foreign Commerce t<) the former by the
smallness of the sum which vvould be realized by the Treasury, and
to the lntter by the virtual monopoly of the Export Trade~ which it
would confer upon the former." More despatch wus rC(.fUired in the
issuing of passes and port clearances, delayed by indolent Siamese
officers. Parkes also sought a promise of prior notification of the
prohibition on rice exports. With the udvantngc or direct cummunicalion with Mongkut, he secured the establishment of u eustom-hm!sc~
but the Somdet secured the superintendence uf it. Parkes secured a
limit or twenty-four hours on the delay in issuing passes and port
clearances, and the notice of a month for the prohibition of rice ex·
ports. All this took time: so did the preparation of the written understanding on the vari<:ms points, and of proclamati,ms making the people
~nvare that they could dispose of land and houses to British subjects.
This process was "not expedited by the King putting the printers into
irons to mark his dissatisfaction at the imperfect manner in which
they executed their work."

On 18th. April Parkes was told at the King's Ct>mmand that it
would be impossible to issue the proclamation on the sale of land until
the boundaries permitted were defined. Acc<>rding to article 4 of
the Bowring treaty, British subjects could buy or rent hc>uses or land
within twenty-four hours' journey of Bangkok by Siamese boat; except
that they could not purchase land "within a circuit of 200 sen (not
more than four miles English) from the city \valls" until they had
resided in Siam ten years or obtained special authority. Parkes had
hoped he would soon be able to get away, but felt there were good
(47) See J.C. Ingram, Economic.: Change in Thailand since 18/'iO (Stanford. 1955),
pp. 177-8.
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ft>r defining these limits. The task might have been left to
the new consul, but it was not clear when he would arrive. On the
other hand, H.M.S. Sart:tcen was surveying the Gulf, and some professil.mal assi::>tf.mce might be secured in measuring the circuit from
the city \Valls. The Commissiotiers "agreed to be content with the
measurement of four lines, each of' four miles in length, drawn due
North, South, East and '#est~ from the city, provided that the points
where the circle cuts the river \Vere also correctly ascertained- this
latter consideration having a most important bearing on the settlement
of all water frontage lots." With Siamese working parties and officers
from the Suracen and Auckland, the "survey" was completed by April
30th. "Several rainy days added to the difficulty of the work which
had to be carried over ground thickly intersected with canals or
ditches, and covered in many parts vvith dense jungle or rank vegetation, penetrable only by means of the track which had to be cut for
the oct~asion. ;, Parkes had also to insist on four miles as the limit:
that amounted in fact to no more than 159 sen. As for the twentyhour journey, he found his geographical knowledge useful. In the
Commissioners' opinion "nothing less than actual travel, with all its
contingent accidents and uncertainty, was to be adopted as the means
of taking the length of the journey; and it was not until I successfully
argued the point with the King, that I persuaded them to accept five
miles as a fair average rate of one hour's travel by boat, and to agree
to the multiplication of this rate by twenty-four to obtain the total
length of the twenty-four hours' journey." Then, guided by this cal~
culation, the negotiators chose various well-known localities to define
the lin1its. The area measured comprised "a 'very large portion of
the fertile delta formed by the four rivers which flow into the head
or the Gulf.', <48 >
C4H)

Purkcs apparently did rather better here than Bowring had envisaged.

The

Kralahom had proposed the restriction-no doubt somewhat on a Chinese model
-on April 9th. 1855. The boats of the Country, it was explained, could travel
"a considerable distance" in twenty-four hours, and the Kralahom "mentioned

that it would be held to include the old capital Ayuthia which is fifty four
miles distant from Bangkok.

The Plenipotentiary agreed to these limits".

Enclosure No. 15 in Bowring to Clarendon, 28th. April1855, no. 144. F.O.
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Meanwhile the written arrangements on the other points had
been drawn up in Siamese and English and sent to the King for approval on April 25th. He retained them for a week. " During this
time I heard through the Prince Krom Hluang that His Majesty desired the addition of various articles relative to the regulation of the
Trade that might spring up at the Siamese outports, the shipment of
produce that might be grown by English settlers outside the Port of
Bangkok, ahd the mode in which English ships, and men-of-war in
particular, should obtain supplies when navigating or cruizing in the
Siamese Gulf." Parkes managed to persuade King and Prince that
any arrangement required on these points could be made later by the
consul. Then Mongkut returned the agreements, but stated he wanted
a new Siamese version made out. And,this would take time.
Already the Auckland had been running short of provisions, and
in the resulting difficulty perhaps lay the source of one of the King's
rejected articles.
"The obstacles in the way of obtaining supplies of fresh provisions rested chiefly on religious grounds, the Siamese viewing
the slaughter of animals as an offence against both their laws
and religion, and individuals not of the national faith hesitated
to purchase for us bullocks and other stock, until I had obtained
from the Phraklang an assurance that they would incur no punishment nor other inconvenience by doing so. It is creditable
to the Siamese Government, as instancing their liberality in
matters of religious opinion, for me to add that live supplies
were eventually furnished us in ample quantity and at very reasonable rates. "
Parkes had hoped to leave at least on the 7th. or 8th., and catch the
homeward mail passing through Singapore on the 17th. He now asked
Mongkut to agree to the execution of the agreement in English alone.
Two days later, on the evening of the 4th., came a message of
assent, but requiring also a new stipulation over rice exportations,
''which he wished made conditional on a special permission to be
obtained in each instance by the shipper from the King." Parkes
could not agree to stipulation which would "convert the trade in this
staple into a Royal monopoly", and he told the Commissioners it
would be a departure from the treaty. These remarks he made (he
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thought) in a friendly way, but could not say "whether they were
referred to the King in the same spirit." Next morning the king again
demanded the re- translation of the agreement. But the following
day the king sent to say that this demand had been made without his
authority and again assented to the execution of the English version.
Parkes "felt greatly obliged to His Majesty for this mark of his confidence, which had not however met with the approval of the Commissioners, if I may judge from a slight coolness on the part of the
Prince, and the absence of the Phraklang, who reported himself ill,
from all proceedings for a week afterwards."l 491
On the 6th. Parkes sent the Prince a fresh copy oft he agreement
for the King's approval, including the two articles over the four-mile
circuit and the twenty-four hour journey. The agreement was finally
concluded on the 13th. The Siamese bound themselves to give the
agreement the same force as the treaty whenever Bowring called upon
them to do so. On the 15th., after a royal audience of leave, Parkes
was able to leave for Singapore, just before the AucMand)s provisions
ran out.
The instructions to Parkes do not seem to have envisaged an
actual agreement such as he secured. But he had suggested it, and on
his arrival he had been confirmed in his vi,f(W that it was desirable.
Verbally it seems that he was authorised to secure an agreement if he
could. Thus, at the conclusion of the negotiations, he wrote to
Hammond :
''My patience was a good .deal tried at Siam, and I assure you
no little amount of labour was needed on my part to get what
I did out of the Siamese. I trust you will approve of my having
waited so long, as I think you ,will see that I have succeeded in
settling all questionable points, as well as others that I did not
think would have fallen to me. I bore in mind, throughout,
what you told me on my departure that it would be better for
(49)

According to Townsend Harris, the American envoy, who had arrived in Bang·
kok some three weeks previou,s]y, ''a grand row" had taken plnce on the 5th.
'•about the business of Mr. Parkes who had so wearied the King by his letters,
etc .. that he got enraged, blew up all his court and ended by closing the palace
gates against all the world ... " Cosenza, op.cit,, P· 139. It seems possible
that the King was rather enraged with his court for so confusing (and thus
expnnding) the business of Mr. Parkes.
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me to stay in Siam and settle matters there, than return in haste
to Canton, where my absence for a short time would not be
missed. You will perhaps be surprised, looking to the short
time in which the Treaty was negotiated-that I could not
secure on this occasion equal despatch, but it often takes a
much longer time to settle details than to determine a principle,
and the very fact of their having been so hurried in the first
instance by Sir John Bowring has made the Siamese determine
that they will never expose themselves t.o the same inconvenience again. "
The details
"required almost endless discussion-the great difficulty being
to get the Siamese Ministers-who appear altogether irresponsible-to agree to anything-they will talk over a matter from
day to day-but when you want to effect any positive arrangement they shift the responsibility from one to another and
declare they can settle nothing-that the king must do everything, whilst His Majesty on the contrary refers you to his
Ministers. They have a great deal to learn in the way of
business, and they require a firm but patient and considerate
instructor to overrule their pride ignorance and indolence.
The J.st. King is undoubtedly far in advance of all his Ministers,
but he is also very capricious and sometimes puerile, and is
often checked. by his Court in his good endeavours-He is
certainly the best'friend we have in the country, and I have no
doubt that while he continues so, everything will go on well,- a
few years will suffice for the new system to take a deep enough
root for it to stand thenceforward by its own strength."
Parkes was glad the question of consular jurisdiction was settled.
Judging from his instructions to the new consul, Bowring appeared
after all "to have had in view a kind of mixed Court''. But this most
probably would not have worked.(50) Bowring in fact approved the
agreement and had it published in the Hong Kong Gazette.C5D
The U.S. Plenipotentiary hac! been in Bangkok a month, Parkes
noted, "and bad got on slower than I did." He aimed at securing
(50)

Parkes to Hammond, lOth. June 1856. F.O. 69/5. Bowring to Hillier, 5th. May
1856. F.O. 17/247.

(51) Bowring to Clarendon, lOth. June 1856, No. 189, F.O. 17/247. Same,
18th. June 1856, no. 192. F.O. 18/248. The agreement is printed in Bowring,
oj•.cit., ii, pp. 230-47.
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some additional advantages: "they will cost him time to obtain if
indeed he do succeed. They are such as settling at a greater distance
in the country, opening mines, etc ... " Time and patience were indeed
consumed, and towards the end of May Townsend Harris was writing:
"The proper way to negotiate with the Siamese is to send two or three
men-of-war of not more than sixteen feet draft of water. Let them
arrive in October and at once proceed up to Bangkok and fire their
salutes. In such a case the Treaty would not require more days than
I have consumed weeks ... "<52) But no extra privileges were secured
either by Harris or by his French successor Montigny.<53) The Siamese
had made their bargain with the strongest power in Asia: as Prince
Krom 1-lluang had put it in 1855, "they trusted ... that should cause
J'or disagreement at any time occur, the British Government would
not hastily have recourse to forcible measures, but would treat their
Govemment with indulgent consideration, and would also extend to
them the protection of England in the event of the American, French,
or other foreign nation making additional or unreasonable demands
with which they would be unable to comply .... "< 54 ) Similar treaties
with other Western powers would, on the other hand, give the Thais
a wider access to the outside world and might thus restrain the
predominant power. This was no doubt the significance of the suggestions allegedly made to Harris that the Americans should act as
mediators in any dispute between Siam and another nation.< 55 l
The Singapore merchant, W.H. Read, told Montigny before he
went to Bangkok how discontented the King was with the English.
Parkes had treated the Ministers "de haut en bas", and Mongkut
disliked him even more than on the 1855 visit< 56 ). Parkes' impatience
(52) Cosenza, ojJ.cit., p. 153.
(5;~)

It has been mistakenly suggested that Montigny originated a clause prescribing
a warning of the prohibition of rice exportation. Charles Meyniard, Le Second
Empb·e en Indo-Chine <Siam-Camboclge-Annam). L'Ouverture de Siam au
commerce et la convention du Cambodge (Paris, 1891), p. 264.

(5t1)

See, under the date April 19th., Enclosure No. 15 in Bowring to Clarendon,
28th. April !855, no. 144. F.O. 17/229.

(55) Cosenza, op.cit.,

pp. 111,114,121. See also W.M. Wood, Fankwei; or, the San
Jacinto hz the Seas of India, China and Jaj>an (New York, 1859), p. 176.

(56)

H. Cordier, !'La Politique coloniale de la France au debut du second empire
{Indo-Chine, 1852-1858)", T'oung Pao, Series 2, X (1909), pp. 188·9.
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does indeed come through his official report. He was at pains to
emphasise in it that Mongkut had wished to confer nobility on him
and appoint him agent at Canton, which showed " that I remained
until the last on friendly terms with His Majesty ... " Indeed, somewhat predisposed against the ambitious Kralahom, (57 l and finding that
in any case he did not apparently wish to assume a leading role, Parkes
had concentrated on the First King. His impatience came rather
from having to deal officially with ministers no longer guided by the
Kralahom, having to defer to the King, and influenced by the Somdet's conservatism. Mongkut, whom Harris saw as ''pedantic beyond
belief, and that too on a very small capital of knowledge"C 58l, Parkes
saw as "really an enlightened man. His knowledge of English is
not profound, but he makes an excellent use of what he has acquired .
. . . It is scarcely a matter of surprise that he should be capricious
and at times not easily guided; but he entered into the Treaty well
aware of its force and meaning, and is determined, I believe, as far
as in him lies, to execute faithfully all his engagements, which are
certainly of the most liberal nature."C 59 l

C57}

The K,r,alah~;;:;-,--~ ma;~~otec~;~;-;;;;~.-~~~-~~kcd-b;--;l;~--Americans
about .chang~s n: the dyn.asty", to "the real republican sentiment that Kings
who claun the1r tltle by nght of birth, often forget they originated from the
people · · · · and don't lend
ear to the sufferings of their subjects,-so there
was often a cJ;ange at the fourth generation of princes of the same dynasty .. ''
Cosenza, op·clt., p. 115.

an

<58}

Ibid:, p. 145.

(59)

Lane-Poole, op.cit., p. 215.

